The tunnelling conductance of molecularly ordered metalloprotein arrays.
Metalloproteins can be self-assembled in molecularly ordered, electrochemically addressable arrays. We report here on a study of the transport characteristics of the blue copper protein, azurin, from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, by a combination of electrochemical and scanning probe techniques (scanning tunnelling microscopy and conducting atomic force microscopy). Redox-switchable chemisorbed molecular arrays can be formed from both wild-type and mutant proteins using the strong affinity of cysteine residue thiolates for pristine gold surfaces. The molecular transconductance of single protein molecules within these arrays has been studied under controllable conditions where it has been additionally possible to resolve the effects of protein mechanical perturbation. Although tunnelling appears to be non-resonant and adequately explained through the use of a square barrier model, under some conditions the contribution of the redox-active copper centre to conductance is resolvable.